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Next NMRCC Meeting June 10th meeting theme 
Atwater Kent tube radio sets  

Everybody collects something. Whether it be photographs of a fam-
ily vacation, ticket stubs from ballgames, souvenirs of trips, pic-
tures of one’s children, or their report cards or those who collect 
“junk” (pack-rats) and dispose of it at neighborhood garage sale. 

On the more recognized side of “collecting,” it does seem that 
growing up we all collected something we turned into a hobby. It 
could have begun with baseball cards, marbles, stamps or listening 
to Jean Shepard on the radio at midnight when a teen. 
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2A3 

1934 Grunow 501 an 
early AA5 superhet 

 

1940 Majestic 5T main-
stream AA5 

1931 Grigsby-Grunow 
15B very early AA5 
superhet 

 one of the major-brand tube manuals (or internet access to a 

site such as nj7p.org/Tubes/SQL/Tube.php) 

 tube substitution handbook/data or internet access thereto 

(nice to have a way to cross European, industrial 4-digit and 
military VT-xxx tube numbers to ordinary EIA tube numbers, 
many of which are DIRECT substitutes) 

 schematics for the set(s) under evaluation (or internet ac-

cess to a site such as nostalgiaair.org/Resources/ - the 
entire Rider’s Perpetual Troubleshooter manuals (1949 and 
earlier)) 

 
Initial inspection is very important.  In most cases, you have al-
ready done this prior to deciding whether or not to purchase the 
set.  I am assuming you have already ruled out sets with major 
cosmetic or varmint damage beyond your desire or ability to re-
pair.  Beware also the “golden screwdriver.. 

 condition of AC power cord (wire itself, wall plug, interlock 

connector if any) on mains-powered sets 

 condition of battery wiring (on battery-only or universal-

power sets) 

 missing/broken vacuum tubes, pilot lamps, vibrators or bal-

last tubes (as appropriate) 

 bent/broken/frozen/pushed-in control shafts 

 missing/damaged knobs or levers 

 missing back cover containing the on-board loop antenna 

(can be difficult to re-create) 

 inoperative tuning mechanism (broken/mouse-eaten dial 

cord, frozen/slipping drive, missing dial pointer, stripped 
gears) 

 correct or equivalent tubes in their correct sockets 

• missing fasteners, usually indicative that one or more folks 
(Continued on page Four) 

If you have never repaired vintage radios before, it can seem 
like a daunting task.  With time and experience, it will become 
second nature.  Forthwith, a simplified procedure for efficiently 
performing the task.  Please note that this article will cover 
typical self-contained (that is, possessing on-board amplifica-
tion sufficient to drive a loudspeaker) AM-only (includes 
shortwave) superheterodyne designs only and will not cover 
TRF, [super]regenerative, reflex, FM or other exotic or oddball 
designs due to space limitations.  It is assumed that you know 
some basic electronic theory (Ohm’s Law, AC vs. DC, vacuum 
tube basics) and how a superheterodyne receiver functions.  It 
is also assumed that you are not dealing with anything other 
than sets designed for nominal North American 117 volts AC/
DC when mains powered.  The brunt of this is to provide a 
means by which checkout can occur without damaging tubes 
of other components unnecessarily.  
 
You will need access to the following tools and equipment: 

 common hand tools (assorted screwdrivers/nutdrivers, 

needle-nose and cutting pliers, small wrenches) 

 a tube tester (or a stock of known good replacement 

tubes for the sets you are repairing) 

 a variac (variable autotransformer - WARNING, most DO 

NOT ISOLATE!!!) 

 a line isolation transformer (if you plan to service “hot 

chassis” radios and value your life!) 

 a DVM/DMM (digital voltmeter/multimeter) or VTVM 

(vacuum tube voltmeter), or V-O-M (as a last resort due 
to low input impedance which skews certain voltage 
readings) 

 resistance/capacitance substitution box 

 a power supply capable of providing B+ voltages from 0 

to about 300 VDC 
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The NMRCC Field Trip to the National Nuclear Museum 

From The President’s Desk 
 
 I thank everyone who participated in this 
month’s spring picnic. Some special 
thanks go out to Chuck Burch and Ray 
Trujillo for getting the food and drinks! 
The picnic and tour at the National Nuclear 
Museum turned out to be a lot of fun. I 
hope we can continue to do this kind of 

meeting a couple times a year where we 
take an interesting tour. If any of you have 
any suggestion of what else, we can do like 
this please let me know.  One of the ideas I 
have is for us to tour the War Eagles Avia-
tion Museum in Santa Teresa, New Mexi-
co as part of our fall 2018 picnic. In order 
to do this, we have to have the members 
come down on a Saturday and do the tour 
and then spend the night and have the pic-
nic on Sunday. I suggest we have the club 
pay for the hotel rooms and the museum 
visit in order to do this. I will bring this up 
at our June 10th meeting, so we can discuss 

NMRCC Officers for 2018 

• David Wilson: President 

• Mark Toppo: Vice President 

• Richard Majestic: Treasurer 

•  Secretary: Chuck Burch 

• Membership: John Anthes 

• Ron Monty Director 

• Ray Truijillo Director 

• Ed Brady Director 

• Richard Majestic: Newsletter Editor 
(President pro-tem) 

it.  
 
We currently have over $6,000 in our 
treasury.  We currently support the 
Quelab with an annual donation and 
we are going pay for a plaque to be 
placed at the site of the first radio sta-
tion in New Mexico, KOB radio, 
founded on the campus 

of New Mexico State University in 
1922. I would like to see the club con-
tinue to support the Quelab and more 
projects in the future that are educa-
tion based. Please let me know if you 
have any suggestion in the area of 
education the club can help support.   
 
Once again thank you for your partici-
pation in our club and I will see you at 
our June 10th meeting. 
 
David Wilson  

 NMRCC 2018 MEETING DATES 
 January 14th Old loudspeakers and 

microphones  
February 11th Pre-1930 radios  
March 11th Early FM Stereo receivers, 

amplifiers, and other vintage audio equip-
ment  
April 15th Homebuilt crystal, tube, and 

transistor sets  
May 20th ABQ Nuclear Museum 
June 10th Atwater Kent tube radio sets  
July 8th Store-branded radio sets 

(Airline, Trutone, Airchief, Silvertone and 
etc  
August 12th Wild Card Sunday 
September 9th One-tube radios  
October 14th Fall Ribeye Steak Pic-
nic (Majestic’s)  
November 11th Old test equipment, 

tube testers, RF signal generators, oscillo-
scopes, bridges, meters and etc  
December 9th Holiday Party 
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The Einstein letter dated 1939 was very influential in the devel-
opment of the nuclear bomb used, that ended the WWII 
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Sparton 558 Sled 

 

Initial Checkout Procedures for Vintage Vacuum Tube Radios by les Davidson 

have been in there previously (rarely a good thing!) 

• obviously replaced/repaired components (see previous entry!!!) 

burned components, most notably resistors (something after the divider is shorted) 
 
Next, determine the general design type of the set.  The checkout procedures to 
follow will vary widely based on this determination.  Please note that there will al-
ways be exceptions to the following data.  What power sources can the set utilize 
(AC mains, obsolete DC mains, discrete multiple A/B batteries or physically com-
bined A/B battery pack, a single low-voltage DC source such as a [vehicle] re-
chargeable wet cell/battery or farm windmill)?  Are the tube filaments/heaters in 
parallel or series-strung?  Is there a power transformer?  Does the speaker have a 
permanent-magnet or a field coil (electromagnet)?  The answers to these questions 
will help determine which of the following types of general designs you will be deal-
ing with. 
 
1- All-American Five (AA5) or a variant (more or fewer than 5 tubes but same basic 
circuitry) which would operate on nominal 117 volt mains AC or DC (DC mains are 
obsolete and appear nowhere in the USA today - I suppose you could string up ten 
12-volt car batteries or 80 “D” cells in series to prove that your set will play with 
such power LOL).  These sets are characterized by the presence of a power cord 
(which bear in mind may have been cut off - check the spec label, if present, for 
117 volts AC or DC [warning, clock-radio variants cannot operate on DC due to the 
clock motor’s AC-only requirement], 35 or so watts), absence of a power transform-
er (BIG savings in $$$ and weight), absence of any connections for batteries, and 
the presence of a typical AA5 tube set with series-strung heaters, their voltages 
summing to approximately 117 volts and all possessing the identical heater current 
requirement, normally 150 ma.  (35 volt rectifier 35Z4, 35Z5, 35W4, 35Y4, 35Z3; 50 
volt audio power output 50L6, 50B5, 50C5, 50A5, 50EH5; 12 volt 1st audio/
detector/AVC-automatic volume control 12SQ7, 12SR7, 12Q7, 12AV6, 12AT6, 
14B6, 14E6; 12 volt IF intermediate-frequency amplifier 12K7, 12SK7, 12SG7, 
12SH7, 12SJ7, 12BA6, 12AU6, 14A7, 14C7; 12 volt converter [variously called first 
detector, oscillator/mixer or pentagrid converter] 12SA7, 12A8, 12BE6, 14Q7).  35 
+ 50 + (3 * 12 ) = 121, close enough for government work.  Sets that have an extra 
12 volt RF amplifier stage tube (typically the same tube type as the IF amplifier) will 
substitute the 35 volt analog of the audio output tube (thus 35L6 for 50L6, 35C5 for 
50C5, 35A5 for 50A5, etc.) such that the heater voltages still add to about 117 
volts.  Most manufacturers endeavored to use tubesets all consisting of the same 
physical type (octal, Loktal, miniature), but there were many exceptions (Philco!!!).  
Philco also used scads of 6 volt 150 ma. tubes, often necessitating the presence of 
a dropping resistor along the series line (said resistor can go open or drift high!).  
They used what they could get cheapest, especially after WWII.  The most common 
lineups were 35Z5-50L6-12SQ7-12SK7-12SA7 (octal) and 35W4-50C5-12AV6-
12BA6-12BE6 (7-pin-miniature). With 4 tube AA sets, there was typically no IF 
amplifier stage or a semiconductor rectifier instead of a tube, thus the sum total 
voltage difference was made up by a wirewound power resistor (making lots of 
[component-killing] heat!). 
 
2-Transformer-powered sets.  Consoles, tombstones, larger table sets, chairsides, 
most general-coverage comm receivers, most chassis in “modern” horizontal radio/
phono consoles of the 1950 and 1960s, etc.  AC only of course!  Presence of an 
AC  power cord or its stub.  No battery connections.  Presence of a big ol’ power 
transformer (might be hidden under chassis but normally visible from above).  
Tubeset with all heaters of the same voltage in parallel (usually 6 volts) with the 
possible exception of the rectifier (usually a single 5 volt tube such as 5Y3, 5U4, 
5Z3, 5Z4, 5W4, 80, etc.).  If there is no 5 volt tube, then there will typically be a 6 
volt rectifier such as 84, 6CA4, 6X4 or 6X5.  You might occasionally see a 12 volt 
tube with a center-tapped heater such as 12AT7, 12AU7 or 12AX7, etc.; these 
tubes have heaters that can be connected in 6 volt parallel configuration so don’t 
be fooled! 
 
3- Dry-cell (non-rechargeable) battery-ONLY portable or tabletop/console “farm” 
sets.  Connections for “A” & “B” batteries or battery pack (snaps, pin plugs, binding 
posts/wires marked or physically coded with polarity, etc.) and/or physical battery 
holders (read spec label or schematic).  No AC/DC mains power cord.  Permanent-
magnet speaker.  No power transformer.  No actual slide/rotary switch or power 

(Continued from page One) plug receptacle switch (“insert plug in chassis opening(s) to switchover to 
battery operation”) to determine battery vs. mains operation.  Tubes with num-
bers beginning ONLY with 1 or 3 (or European equivalents, usually beginning 
with the letter “D”).  Could be all octal, Loktal or miniature as in AA5 sets, but 
might be mixed physical types.  No rectifier tube.  Typical tubesets: 
1U4/1T4/1L4 optional RF amp, 1R5/1L6 converter, 1U4/1T4/1L4 IF amp, 
1U5/1S5 1st audio/detector/AVC, 3V4/3S4/3Q4/1S4 audio output (miniature); 
1N5 optional RF amp, 1A7 converter, 1N5 IF amp, 1H4 1st audio/detector/
AVC, 3Q5/1Q5 audio output (octal);  1LC5/1LG5/1LN5 optional RF amp, 
1LA6/1LC6 converter, 1LC5/1LG5/1LN5 IF amp, 1LD5/1LH4 1st audio/
detector/AVC, 1LB4 audio output (Loktal).  Battery-set tubes with numbers 
beginning with “1" and “3" actually have 1.4 or 2.8 volt filaments respectively; 
think of them as having 1.5 or 3 volt filaments for the following few sentences, 
the math is easier!   These battery sets were produced with both series and 
parallel heater circuits.  Check the filament “A” battery requirements on the 
spec label or in the schematic - if it is one or more 1.5 volt cells (in PARALLEL 
if more than one), the filaments are in PARALLEL.  If it is 6 or 7.5 or 9 (typical 
voltages), then they are in SERIES.  This will be VERY important later.  Note 
that the 3 volt audio output tubes have center-tapped filaments that can oper-
ate in 1.5 volt configuration in parallel circuits.  In strict series, the 50 ma. 
filaments will add up to the “A” battery voltage (e.g., 1U4, 1R5, 1U4, 1U5, 3V4 
= 1.5 + 1.5 + 1.5 + 1.5 + 3 = 9 volts).  Without the optional RF amplifier stage, 
7.5 volts.   With a 1S4 or 1Q5, 1.5 volts less than with their 3 volt analogs  
4- Universal-power portables.  These will operate from on-board “A” and “B” 
batteries or packs AND from either AC or DC mains.  Similar to the battery-
ONLY sets described just above but WILL have a mains power cord, battery/
mains switchover provision, and either a visible vacuum tube rectifier (typically 
117Z3/4/6, 35W4 or 35Z4/5, etc.) or unseen-below-chassis (occasionally 
visible above) semiconductor (selenium or silicon) rectifier power supply cir-
cuit.  The Zenith Trans-Oceanic and similar tube sets are the quintessential 
examples of this genre.  Most major manufacturers (and lots of fly-by-nighters) 
made battery-ONLY and universal-power sets from the late 1930s until the 
early-mid 1960s. 
 
5- Wet-cell portable and table/console “farm” sets and other oddball single/
multiple DC sources.  Fairly unusual and rare.  These radios operate from a 
single [relatively] low DC voltage source such as a single 2-volt wet (lead-acid) 
cell, 6 or 12 volt vehicle/farm implement wet battery or 32 volt windmill genera-
tor, or combinations of the aforementioned sources and dry “B” batteries.  
Two, six and twelve volt ONLY sets will always have a plug-in vibrator.  It is 
usually an aluminum cylinder (or small rectangular metal-encased device in 
the case of the GE 250 & 260 and other rare rechargeable radios) about 1-1/2 
inches diameter and 3-1/2 inches tall.  It is often mistaken for a metal tube.  It 
is not a “tube” at all - it is essentially an electro-magnetic buzzer that chops 
the low-voltage DC into pulsating DC such that it can be applied to the primary 
of a special power transformer which can then step it up to about 150-250 
volts AC which is then rectified back to high-voltage DC for use as the “B” (B+ 
plate) supply - with rarer “synchronous” vibrators, no rectifier is needed, addi-
tional moving switching contacts keep the transformer secondary connected to 
produce an unfiltered choppy DC output which is then smoothed in the usual 
ways.  Vibrator-derived B+ power was used extensively in common vehicle 
and farm tractor/road machinery tube radios from the mid 1930s until their 
demise to the briefly-used space-charge tubes (with mere 12 volt plate/screen 
requirements) and the mighty transistor circa 1958-1961.  Other sets will typi-
cally have their tube heaters powered by the low DC voltage (often in clever 
series/parallel/divider circuits) and the plates powered by dry “B” batteries (or 
occasionally the 32 volts DC itself which yielded mediocre performance and 
low output power).  These oddball sets will be beyond the scope of this article. 
 
Before proceeding to specific procedures for the various set designs, a list of 
typical problems common to all or most of these designs along with possible 
causes: 

 Extremely dirty on/off switch or power mode changeover contacts (set 

appears completely dead, chemistry combined with repeated actuation 
usually helps) 

(Continued on page Five) 
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 Broken conductor where line cord exits wall plug, interlock connector or 

the chassis itself from repeated flexing, extreme bends or constant 
winding and unwinding of cords (set appears dead as above) 

 Broken conductors anywhere from rodent attack or corrosionConstant 

AC hum regardless of volume level (bad electrolytic capacitors in the 
power supply circuitry;  less likely, internal heater to cathode tube short) 

 Motorboating, whistling, oscillation, voices that sound like SSB or car-

toon characters (usually bad filter/decoupling capacitor along the AVC 
line, but could be just about anywhere: B+ decouplers, one bad section 
of the power supply filter, etc.) 

 Motorboating, whistling, oscillation often occurring when tuned to a 

STRONG station AND the loop antenna is in its correct physical posi-
tion (missing tube shield(s) or glass “GT” tube substituted for its metal 
counterpart, e.g., 12SK7GT used where 12SK7 is specified - oscillation 
is caused by capacitive (proximity) coupling from the glass tube’s plate 
to the loop antenna - ALWAYS check battery sets possessing loop 
antennas in back cover with the cover in its correct CLOSED position 
nearest the tubes!!!) 

 distorted/diminished audio at all volume settings (leaky coupling cap 

from plate of 1st audio stage to grid of output stage or open grid-leak 
resistor in any audio stage) 

 weakly audible but very tinny audio (open coupling cap anywhere along 

the audio path) 

 diminished maximum volume (open cathode bypass electrolytic, usually 

in power output stage, cathode resistor value drifted high, B+ divider 
resistor drifted high, weak rectifier) 

 receives on some bands but not all (dirty bandswitch, rodents feasted 

on a coil buffet) 

 crackles when tuning but never stops receiving (dirty variable capacitor 

rotor ground) 

 crackles and stops receiving when tuning to lower frequencies (bent or 

misaligned variable capacitor plates) 

 quits receiving part way up on the highest-frequency SW band (weak 

converter or separate oscillator tube stops oscillating above a certain 
frequency) 

crackling/static constant or intermittent (good luck, could be anything from 
bad solder, dirty tube pins or socket contacts, loose ground(s), dirty connec-
tion or bad solder at tube grid cap, rubber-insulated wire falling apart and 
permitting conductor to contact something else, failing component, tube 
shorts, silver mica disease - tapping, poking, moving/twisting can often iso-
late, substitute suspected component or tube, try shunting the input to each 
stage to ground with a capacitor to isolate) set powers up, appears to receive 
but no sound at all getting eye tube indication, audio is present at the volume 
control and/or grid(s) of the output stage(s) as proved by feeding to external 
amplifier (open) speaker voice coil, open output transformer primary or sec-
ondary, dirty headphone jack transfer contacts, dirty contacts or incorrect 
setting of radio/phono switch if so equipped - here you WILL get “input” 
hum if you touch any audio input point after the switch) 

 
All-American Five (AA5) procedure: 
 
1. test all tubes and pilot lamp (if present), replace as necessary (there are a 
few sets where the pilot lamp is actually part of the filament string, thus if it 
blows, NOTHING lights!). 
2. test for basic series-circuit continuity: with power switch in the ON position, 
touch ohmmeter prods to line cord (or substitute cord) prongs - you should 
see about 150-200 ohms.  If you do, this proves the cord, switch, tube heat-
ers and heater wiring are intact.  If not, there is an open (infinity reading) or 
short (very low reading) somewhere, locate and correct.  Pay particular atten-
tion to the pilot lamp wiring, which has a tendency to deteriorate from the 
above-chassis tube heat. 
check the output transformer and speaker.  The primary (red/blue) should 
typically measure about 100-200 ohms DC resistance.   Occasionally, you 

(Continued from page Four) 
will see a third (usually brown) lead on the primary.  There must be red/blue conti-
nuity to this 
lead also 
(choke/hum-
buck winding).  
Flick a stand-
ard 9-volt bat-
tery across the 
primary, you 
should hear 
crackling in the 
speaker, prov-
ing the trans-
former and 
speaker voice 
coil are OK.  If 
you have a 
Weller-style soldering gun or anything else capable of creating a decent 60 Hz. 
magnetic field, hold it near the output transformer - you should hear the induced 
“hum” in the 
speaker.  If 
nothing, the 
speaker voice 
coil and/or the 
transformer 
primary is open 
(or the transfer 
contact of a 
headphone jack 
is open/dirty).  
With a field-coil 
speaker, there 
is likely enough 
residual mag-
netism in the 
core to hear something. 
3. check the output transformer and speaker.  The primary (red/blue) should typical-
ly measure about 100-200 ohms DC resistance.   Occasionally, you will see a third 
(usually brown) lead on the primary.  There must be red/blue continuity to this lead 
also (choke/hum-buck winding).  Flick a standard 9-volt battery across the primary, 
you should hear crackling in the speaker, proving the transformer and speaker 
voice coil are OK.  If you have a Weller-style soldering gun or anything else capa-
ble of creating a decent 60 Hz. magnetic field, hold it near the output transformer - 
you should hear the induced “hum” in the speaker.  If nothing, the speaker voice 
coil and/or the transformer primary is open (or the transfer contact of a headphone 
jack is open/dirty).  With a field-coil speaker, there is likely enough residual mag-
netism in the core to hear something. 
4. set your Variac to about 30 volts and apply power to the set.  If there is a pilot 
lamp, you will see it glow very weakly.  Check for appropriate proportional AC volt-
ages across each tube filament.  There should be about 1/4 of the rated voltage 
(30/120) at the filament pins of each tube.  Octal tube heaters are generally pins 2 
and 7 (except 12SQ7/12SR7 which is 7 and 8).  Loktal 1 and 8.  For 7-pin miniature 
3 and 4; 9-pin miniature 4 and 5.  Most of the 35-volt rectifier tubes also have a 
third pin used for the pilot lamp tap.  Zero volts indicates a short in the wiring to that 
tube (assuming all other tubes show voltage); full applied line voltage indicates an 
open heater (all other tubes will necessarily show zero).  Check for broken/shorted 
wiring, stray solder or rarely, a break in a socket contact itself (dang wafer sock-
ets!).  Correct as necessary. 
5. locate the “common” negative line - for “hot-chassis” sets, this will be the chassis 
itself, for “floating-chassis” sets, this will be the connection to the negative side of 
the power-supply electrolytic filter capacitor (black lead if tubular, can tabs if twist-
lok style).  With a floating chassis, the common line will fan out to virtually all parts 
of the set: low side of the volume control, all cathode circuits, low side of decou-
pling caps, etc.  Locate the B+ line - this will come off the cathode of the rectifier 
tube and will connect to the sections of the electrolytic filter capacitor through divid-
er resistor(s) and/or the speaker field coil or tap on the output transformer primary 

(Continued on page Six) 
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(beware, one section of a multi-section tubular or can cap might be the output 
tube’s cathode bypass cap, ignore this for now - it will typically have a much lower 
rated voltage - 25 - than the other sections, typically 150).  Best to make this test 
directly at the cap section nearest to the cathode first.  Connect the leads of a DC 
voltmeter to the common negative and B+ line.  Apply about 40 VAC to the set.  
Watch for the B+ to come up as you s-l-o-w-l-y advance the Variac up from 40.  
With a rectifier tube in decent condition, it will begin to conduct at about half its 
rated heater voltage (thus, about 50-60 volts line input from your Variac).  Be pa-
tient, it takes time for the rectifier tube’s cathode to heat enough to begin conduct-
ing (the indirectly heated cathodes of tubes used in these sets will take much long-
er than directly heated cathodes).  The idea here is NOT to destroy the precious 
rectifier tube in the event there is a shorted filter or decoupling cap somewhere 
along the B+ line!  If you do not see some B+ voltage after 1 minute or so, there is 
a problem somewhere.   RESIST THE TEMPTATION to further advance the input 
voltage until you are SURE there is no short.  Remove power from the set.  Con-
nect a source of low DC voltage across your voltmeter leads.  Connect the negative 
lead to the set common negative.  Probe the positive lead to various points along 
the B+ line.  With a short somewhere, the voltage will drop immediately to zero or 
close to zero.  With good electrolytic caps, the voltage will briefly dip as the capaci-
tor charges, then return.  With open caps, there will be no dip.  Remember that the 
two or more sections of the filter capacitor circuit are separated by some resistance, 
thus they are not strictly in parallel (it’s a pain, but lift the lead from the section you 
suspect).  The one that drops the reading closest to zero is closest to the short.  
Correct and proceed.  If you have some B+, bully for you!  You should also have 
audio at this point.  If your electrolytics are open or nearly so, there will be a distinct 
60 Hz. hum present in the speaker regardless of volume control setting.  You can 
parallel good caps temporarily at this point (mind the polarity!!!) and the hum should 
mitigate dramatically or disappear altogether.  Turn up the volume control and 
touch its center contact - you should hear the characteristic AC hum indicative of 
working amplification.  Continue to advance the line voltage slowly as you carefully 
watch the B+ line voltage (moldie oldie caps can break down at increasing voltag-
es!!!).  Do you now have radio?  Often the local oscillator will not function until the 
line voltage is 75% or more of normal.  With apologies to Sir Laurence Olivier, it is 
now safe to proceed with further diagnostics. 
 
Transformer-powered set procedure: 
 

1. test all tubes and pilot lamps, leave rectifier tube(s) OUT of socket(s) 

2. with set unplugged and power switch in the ON position, check the resistance 

of the primary circuit (line cord, switch, power transformer primary).  It should 
be in the vicinity of 4 to 30 ohms.  If substantially higher than this, something 
is open (generally a dirty power switch or break at line cord plug).  If zero or 
close, shorted (typically at plug or where cord enters chassis).  Correct as 
necessary. 

3. locate the two or three power transformer secondaries: main 6.3 volt 

(generally green, tube heaters and pilot lamps); rectifier filament (generally 
yellow, if there is a 5-volt rectifier tube); high-voltage windings (three leads, 
red, red, red/yellow center tap). 

(Continued from page Five) 4. locate and test the output transformer primary and secondary, speaker 

voice coil and field coil (if any) for appropriate continuity.  The output 
transformer is often mounted on the speaker.  There may be a free-
standing choke also.  Check it for continuity (300 to 1500 ohms).  Bear 
in mind that the output transformer primary will be center-tapped if the 
set has push-pull (dual) output tubes.  O/T primaries are typically about 
150 ohms (B+ red; plate blue; second plate, if any, brown).  Field coils 
anywhere from 500 to 2500 ohms.  Voice coils under 10 ohms generally.  
Flick a 9-volt battery across the O/T primary(s), you should hear crack-
ling in the speaker.  If the speaker is a field-coil type, you may hear 
something due to residual magnetism in the core, else energize the field 
coil with a few volts of DC to create an appropriate magnetic field.  Refer 
to 2) above in AA5 procedure for more tips. 

5. set your Variac to about 30 volts and apply power to the set.  If there is a 

pilot lamp, you will see it glow very weakly.  With your meter set to AC 
volts, check for correct proportional secondary voltages: about 1.6 VAC 
on the 6.3 line, a bit less on the 5 volt line and around 100 on both sides 
of the high-voltage winding relative to the center tap (rectifier plates, be 
careful, lethal voltage present).  Rarely a problem here, although old 
rubber-insulated wiring can short the heater line fanned out all over the 
chassis. 

a. if you have an external B+ voltage supply source, set it to about 50 

VDC.  Locate the primary electrolytic filter capacitor(s).  Could be a multi-
section twist-lok can or discrete tubular caps.  Ignore the capacitor or section 
representing the output stage cathode bypass - it will have a substantially 
lower voltage rating than the other sections, typically 25 VDC vs. 250 or high-
er.  Check the legend symbols on the cap’s label, the sections are normally 
identified with different geometric shapes cut into the insulator on the bottom 
of the cap - they normally used a square, a half-moon, a triangle and nothing 
to identify up to four different sections.  Connect a DCV meter across the 
power supply (or watch its on-board meter).  Connect the negative supply 
lead to the can common (or negative sides of discrete caps).  Touch the posi-
tive supply lead to the cap positive(s), watching for a brief dip and then return 
to near the unloaded supply voltage.  A severe drop to zero or close indicates 
a shorted cap (or possibly a short elsewhere, unlikely).  Lift and retest to as-
certain.  No (or little) drop is indicative of open (or weak) cap(s).  Remember 
that the two or more sections of the filter capacitor circuit are separated by 
some resistance (divider resistors, speaker field coil, separate choke), thus 
they are not strictly in parallel (lift as necessary to ascertain).  Caution - there 
are sets that have the field coil and/or choke on the NEGATIVE side of the 
power supply circuit.  In this case, the filter capacitor can common will be 
POSITIVE, so observe polarity accordingly.  Wards Airline sets often did this.  
It is actually a clever design as it mitigates the high-voltage danger if the wir-
ing to the speaker field coil or output transformer deteriorates thus exposing 
conductors.  Careful perusal of the schematic will reveal this.  Old electrolytic 
caps that are not regularly used will normally exhibit some initial leakage (dip 
of applied voltage but not all the way to zero).  Sometimes they can be 

(Continued on page Seven) 
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“reformed” by slowly raising the applied voltage over time.  Your author pre-
fers to replace them (cans can be left on place for cosmetic appearance, with 
“modern” replacements “hidden” under the chassis).  When you are sure that 
there are no shorts or serious leakage, you can replace the rectifier tube(s) 
and power the set up slowly on your Variac.  Bear in mind that directly-heated
-cathode rectifier tubes (5xxx numbers and 80) will begin to conduct almost 
immediately versus indirectly-heated cathodes (6X4, 6X5, 6CA4, etc.) which 
take substantially more heater voltage and time to begin conducting.  Careful-
ly monitor the B+ line as you s-l-o-w-l-y increase the line voltage.  At about 55
-60% of normal, the audio tubes will function, thus you should have amplifica-
tion at this juncture.  With the volume control turned full up, touch its center 
contact and you should hear the characteristic AC hum indicative of working 
amplification.  Continue to advance the line voltage slowly as you carefully 
watch the B+ line voltage (moldie oldie caps can break down at increasing 
voltages!!!).  Do you now have radio?  Often the local oscillator will not func-
tion until the line voltage is 75% or more of normal. 
5b) if you DO NOT have an external B+ voltage supply source, you will need 
to rely on the on-board power supply circuitry.  As above in 5a), bear in mind 
that directly-heated-cathode rectifier tubes (5xxx numbers and 80, etc.) will 
begin to conduct almost immediately versus indirectly-heated cathodes (6X4, 
6X5, 6CA4, etc.) which take substantially more heater voltage and time to 
begin conducting.  Replace the rectifier tubes.  Apply some small AC voltage 
to the set.   Carefully monitor the B+ line as you s-l-o-w-l-y increase the line 
voltage.  With a directly-heated rectifier, there should be B+ across the power 
supply electrolytics almost immediately, else be patient as the cathode of the 
indirectly-heated tube warms up enough to begin conducting (40-50 VAC).  If 
there isn’t, STOP!!!  Something is shorted, most likely one of the electrolytics 
(or possibly damaged wiring to the field coil or speaker-mounted output trans-
former, or rarely, the field coil or O/T primary is shorted to the grounded 
speaker frame).  Correct as necessary.  If you have some B+, slowly advance 
the line voltage as in 5a) above, heeding all the warnings. 
 
Dry-cell (non-rechargeable) battery-ONLY portable or tabletop/console 
“farm” set procedure: 
 
1. test all tubes.  Test the output transformer and speaker (always perma-

nent-magnet) as above. 
2. determine whether the tube filaments are in series or parallel.  Easy if 

you have the print.  With the power switch in the ON position, measure 
the resistance across the “A” battery terminals.  There should be some 
low resistance but not zero, and certainly not much more than a few 
hundred ohms.  For sets with tubes in series, pulling any tube will cause 
the reading to skyrocket (not always to infinity, but to much higher than 
what it was with the tube in place).  For sets with parallel filaments, 
pulling a single tube should cause the resistance to rise a little, but not 
to skyrocket - pulling ALL the tubes will cause that.  Infinity (open) no 
matter what indicates defective or dirty power switch contacts (these 
sets utilize a four-terminal DPST switch, one half for the ”A” supply, the 
other for the “B”).  

3. with all tubes back in place, connect an appropriate-voltage “A” cell/
battery but with a milliammeter in series, minding the polarity.  Series-
strung tubes should draw about 50 ma. regardless of tube complement 
or battery voltage.  Parallel circuits will draw current about equal to the 
SUM of the individual tubes’ current requirements, 200 to 300 ma. being 
possible depending upon tube complement.  More than this indicates a 
short somewhere, probably a shorted filament decoupler electrolytic 
capacitor or shorted rubber wiring somewhere.   No current indicates 
something open such as a tube with an open filament (you already 
checked them LOL) or defective/dirty power switch, or some sets have a 
“battery saver” switch which could be dirty or defective as well (BTW, 
the position of this switch, if present, will affect the current draw read-
ings!).  Disconnect the “A” supply. 

4. if you have a variable “B” supply, fire it up to about 80 volts.  If not, you 

can use 9 or 10 standard 006P/216/1604 9-volt batteries in series as the 
“B” supply.  There is an electrolytic capacitor directly across the B+ line.  
Connect your “B” supply to a DC voltmeter, then connect it to the set 

(Continued from page Six) (power switch ON, but NO “A” supply connected), carefully watching the 
voltmeter.  It should dip briefly as this capacitor charges.   If it does not move, 
there is an open somewhere, likely a bad cap or dirty ON/OFF switch.  If it 
drops to zero or close, a short (cap or wiring).  Remember that the tubes are 
not yet “lit.”  Correct any problems as appropriate.  Now connect your “A” 
supply while watching the B+ line voltage.  It should drop slightly as the tubes 
draw current.  You should now have audio, check at the volume control.  And 
hopefully you will also have radio. 

 
Universal-power portables procedure: 
 
(with chemistry).  You have now checked out your set for battery operation. 
now configure (but do not plug set in) for AC or DC mains operation.  The fun be-
gins here as the power supply is somewhat more complex.  The “mains” power 
supply needs to create B+ of course, but also just enough lower voltage to power 
the delicate low-voltage tube filaments.  The luxury of Zener diodes or semiconduc-
tor regulators did not yet exist!  Some sets have a vacuum tube rectifier (indirect 
cathode, takes TIME to conduct, voltages come up s-l-o-w-l-y once cathode heats 
sufficiently), others have a selenium or silicon diode rectifier (comes up IMMEDI-
ATELY).  Either way, there will be a large wirewound power resistor somewhere 
along the B+ line to drop the 105-120 VDC down to whatever (usually 6, 7.5 or 9) 
for the series-strung tube filaments (these universal-power sets rarely have parallel 
fils as that arrangement draws too damn much current).  It might be one of those 
long flat doodads that mounts directly on the chassis, an ordinary wirewound ce-
ramic or “sand” power resistor, or perhaps one of those flexible woven-covered 
jobs or a stand-up ceram- ic/sand job mounted 
above the chassis.  Check its resistance 
against the spec carefully, especially the long flat 
type which likely has multiple taps.  Some-
times it is “hidden” in a ventilated cage above 
the chassis (which might also “hide” the semicon-
ductor rectifier).  The condition of this resistor 
is CRITICAL to the opera- tion of these sets on 
mains power!!!  If they have not gone outright 
open, they drift high, which reduces the effective “A” voltage, sometime to the point 
where the set will not operate, especially if any of the tubes test marginally good 
(swapping in a “better” tube will temporarily restore operation).  Set works fine on 
batteries but not on mains power.  It is tempting to permanently replace the heat-
generating rectifier tube with a semiconductor, but remember that there will be far 
less voltage drop across a semiconductor (especially a silicon diode), thus an 
adjustment MUST be made to the value of the filament dropping resistor(s) lest the 
resulting “A” voltage becomes too high, shortening tube life!  So, bearing in mind 
the difference between having a vacuum rectifier or a semiconductor, slowly power 
up the set with your Variac, monitoring both the normal B+ line AND the dropped 
B+ (A-supply line to the filaments).  You must start out VERY LOW with a semi 
rectifier, as the B+ starts to come up immediately, but with a tube, you won’t get 
any voltage until the tube heats sufficiently to begin conducting, typically 50 or 
more mains line volts.  There will invariably be a multi-section twist-lok electrolytic 
capacitor (which is usually a pain in the petoot to change, BTW) where you can 
easily monitor all the voltages.  Your author also likes to check the voltages across 
the individual tube filaments until he is certain there is nothing shorted anywhere 
else.  Remember proportionality - with the B+ voltage in the teens, the voltage 
across any single filament will be millivolts!  These battery set tubes won’t function 
until their filament voltage reaches about 75% or more of normal, so don’t panic if 
the set doesn’t come alive right away.  Audio comes up long before radio, as the 
converter normally won’t oscillate until it gets sufficient filament and plate voltage.  
The usual possibility of shorted, or more likely, open, electrolytic capacitor sections 
is always there.  Your author seriously frowns upon the practice of paralleling good 
electrolytic caps across open ones, as there is an ever-present possibility of a 
future short, plus leaky sections load down the rectifier and cause otherwise unex-
plainable hum caused by excessive current draw upon the rectifier.   
 
Isolate! With sufficient practice, these procedures will become second nature, and 
you will accidentally destroy far fewer costly tubes and other components.  
 
~Les Davidson 

There will invariably be a 
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded 
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of 
radios for all its members. 

NMRCC meets the second Sunday of the month at The Quelab at 680 Haines 
Ave NW , Albuquerque NM ,1:00PM meetings start.  Visitors Always Wel-
comed. 

 
NMRCC NEWSLETTER 

THIS PUBLICATION IS THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NEW 

MEXICO RADIO COLLECTORS CLUB. INPUT FROM ALL MEMBERS 
ARE SOLICITED AND WELCOME ON 20TH OF THE PRECEDING 

MONTH.   RICHARD MAJESTIC PRO-TEMP NEWSLETTER EDITOR, 
SEND ALL SUBMISSIONS IN WORD FORMAT, PICTURES IN *.JPG 

FORMAT TO: RMAJESTIC@MSN.COM 
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C O L L E C T O R S  C L U B  

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club 
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries) 

5460 Superstition Drive 
Las Cruces  NM  88011 

E-Mail: ronmonty@comcast.net 
Phone: 505 281-5067 

E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com 
Phone: 575 521-0018 
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